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This special issue eruditely demonstrates the deep interconnections between British anti-
quarianism, natural philosophy and medicine in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
These stimulating papers, representing the state of the field, include: analysis of classical
antecedents for balneology; Sir Isaac Newton’s attempts to restore the prisca sapientia
and use of mathematics to reform knowledge of antiquity; editors and autograph collec-
tors who preserved the still extant correspondence (and hence the intellectual geography
and networks) of early modern antiquaries; and the re‐enactment of ancient landscapes
and relics using geological theory and three‐dimensional museum exhibits. As Susan
Pearce pointed out, Jeremiah Milles, in his presidential address to the Society of Antiquar-
ies in 1781, remarked that ‘History, Science and Art may claim an equal share in the At-
tention and Labour of the Antiquary’.1
Antiquarianism also involved something more: inspired discernment. William Stukeley,
the famous eighteenth‐century antiquary, observed that ‘[i]n the study of Antiquities, as
in all others, judgment, genius is necessary’.2 As genius and interdisciplinarity were often
inherent to antiquarian pursuits, I will discuss more generally antiquarianism and what it
constituted in this period, before analysing its particular relationship to natural philoso-
phy in the Royal Society.
Two impulses or practices were at the heart of early modern English antiquarianism.3
The first stemmed from the humanist tradition, inherited from continental philologists like
Guillaume Budé (1467‐1540) and their Italian predecessors such as Lorenzo Valla (1406‐
1457). English intellectuals in this group, such as John Leland (1502‐1552), analysed
the etymology of words and sought linguistic and verbal remains to understand the histor-
ical record. The second form of antiquarianism, which became more prevalent by the end
of the seventeenth century, was practised by those scholars who considered the landscape
in their analysis of ancient objects and buried artefacts. The early Royal Society was also
involved in projects that integrated natural history and antiquarianism, particularly be-
fore the establishment of the Society of Antiquaries in1717. Antiquarianism was ‘cognate
with natural history at the very least in the sense that the type of activity involved (field
work, collection, display, classification) was of a similar character’.4 For Robert Hooke
(1635‐1703) the work of a natural historian was similar to that of an antiquary who stud-
ies man‐made objects. For instance, he remarked that:
There is no Coin [that] can so well inform an Antiquary that there has been such or such a
place subject to such a Prince, as these [fossil shells] will certify a Natural Antiquary, that
such and such places have been under the Water, that there have been such kind of Animals,
that there have been such and such preceding Alterations and Changes of the superficial
Parts of the Earth. And methinks Providence does seem to have design’d these permanent
shapes, as Monuments and Records to instruct succeeding Ages of what past in preceding
[ages].5
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Several members of the Royal Society were also physicians, and the doctor’s habit of
interpreting symptoms seems to have made them sensitive to visual evidence; after all,
‘like artists, they were trained observers’.6 Reading clues to make diagnoses also ripened
early modern physicians’ ability to understand and contextualise the empirical details of
ancient artefacts and the processes by which they were created. Recent analysis of English
virtuosity has claimed that antiquarianism and nascent archaeology were fundamentally
bound up with an appreciation of the classics. However, the empiricism of the physician
and the apothecary requires a fundamentally different set of skills from those used in
philology.7 Rosemary Sweet has also drawn attention to the contribution of
eighteenth‐century antiquaries and classicists to the development of archaeology, but it
seems that we also have to look among the seventeenth‐century physicians to trace the
discipline’s origins.8
These connections were made evident in the Royal Society of the first half of the
eighteenth century, particularly during the presidency of Martin Folkes (1690‐1754),
who promoted an admixture of antiquarianism and natural philosophy.9 Folkes was an
English antiquary, bibliophile, art patron, mathematician, numismatist, astronomer and
protégé of Sir Isaac Newton. His unique distinction was his simultaneous presidency of
both the Royal Society of London and the Society of Antiquaries, being president of the
former from 1741 to 1753 and of the latter from 1750 until his death in 1754 . Natural
philosophy and antiquarianism were thus seen as intimately related: the Society of Anti-
quaries and the Royal Society had many common members and held their meetings on
the same day. Folkes may have attempted to unite the two groups into one organisation;
amalgamation would have made sense financially to the mathematically minded Folkes,
who kept a tight rein over the Royal Society’s finances.10 Papers on antiquarian and
archaeological subjects comprised between 6 and 7 per cent of articles in the Philosophical
Transactions, particularly as the Antiquaries’ own journal, Archaeologia, was not launched
until 1770 . Folkes’s attempts at consolidation reflected the simple reality that natural
philosophy and antiquarianism were part of the same intellectual enterprise.
What would being president of a society dedicated to the material past have to do with
leading a society dedicated to natural philosophy? In the eighteenth century the ability to
observe nature was thought to make natural philosophers well suited to understand the
empirical details of ancient artefacts and how they were created. Naturalists, experimen-
talists, chymists and physicians of the early modern British world were also archivists and
antiquaries, and their work in the latter sphere was central to prosecuting their work in
the former.
In a sense, Folkes’s promotion of antiquarian pursuits in the Royal Society went coun-
ter to science as knowledge based on things rather than words.11 Richard Sorrenson has
noted that these unedifying impressions of the Royal Society during this period stemmed
also from the belief that the institution failed to match the standard that Newton had set
in the Principia; it also stemmed from negative opinions voiced by the society’s critics, such
as John Hill, and from the popularity of Reflection on the Decline of Science in England (1830),
by Charles Babbage (1791‐1871).12 As an example, Rousseau’s survey of English science
in the eighteenth century heavily relies on satirists such as Swift, Steele and Hill to con-
clude that the Society ‘from 1680 to 1780 fared ingloriously, except during Newton’s
presidency’.13 It seems, however, that the Royal Society in the eighteenth century mani-
fested considerable strengths in technological innovation, setting new standards in exper-
imental precision and refined instrumentation, with Folkes at the centre of such activity.14
Folkes’s attempted reunification tells against the current historiographic assumption that
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this was the age in which the ‘two cultures’ of the humanities and sciences split apart,
never to be reunited.
Indeed, in his own work Folkes also represented a characteristic paradox of his era: an
‘ancient’ in his cultural sympathies and affinities, yet a ‘modern’ in the analytical and
scientific techniques he applied to antiquarian and natural philosophical study. I argue
that we need a subtler interpretation than one solely relating his work and administrative
priorities to the battle of the books, or the respective virtues of ancient versus modern
learning – and, as this special issue demonstrates, this is a point that holds for antiquar-
ianism more broadly. Both ancient and modern approaches had their utility; for example,
in his Italian travels Folkes used elements of his collection of antiquities to measure the
Roman ‘foot’ in building and to assess the fidelity of the Renaissance architect Jacopo
Sansovino (1486‐1570) to the Vitruvian canon of ancient Rome.15 And, conversely,
Folkes made use of principles from Newtonian physics to comprehend Roman and Renais-
sance architectural engineering.
To what extent was antiquarianism simply a continuation of the Newtonian pro-
gramme of the ‘physical sciences’ in the Royal Society? In his early career Folkes was
known for his mathematical and astronomical work, before switching to antiquarianism
and archaeology in his later intellectual life. Folkes’s contributions to mathematics and as-
tronomy have been overlooked owing to Babbage’s claim that mathematical sciences were
not in evidence in the Royal Society in the eighteenth century. There was in fact a nexus
of important mathematicians, including Abraham de Moivre (1667‐1754) and Colin
Maclaurin (1698‐1746), as well as several of their students. Folkes accomplished innova-
tive work in mathematical optics and probability, and made significant observations of
solar eclipses and aurora borealis. Folkes and Philip, second Earl Stanhope (1714‐1786),
together studied higher plane curves and gravitational attraction of ellipsoids, of interest
to Newtonians, and algebraic analysis, of increasing relevance to eighteenth‐century
mathematicians.16
Folkes’s Newtonianism extended to his co‐editorship with Thomas Pellett (1671?‐1744)
of Newton’s The Chronology of the Ancient Kingdoms Amended, a work analysed by Alessio
Mattana in this volume. In the auction catalogue of Folkes’s books after his death, item
5 ,114 was: ‘An Abstract of Chronology of Sir Isaac Newton, which Mr Folkes sent to Sir
Isaac, he not being at that time able to find his own, and which he returned with correc-
tions in his own hand, bound in Russia, 4to’.17 This copy was obtained from France ‘by one
who had it from Monsr Conti’s MS’;18 Folkes wrote in the introduction to the manuscript
that in 1726 he had lent his copy to Newton himself, who had mislaid it among his pa-
pers. Newton then returned the manuscript to Folkes, ‘with a few corrections under his
own hand not a month before his decease’. As Folkes indicated,
some days after he asked me for it again telling me he had up and down corrected such pas-
sages as occurrd to him, but that he would now collate it throughout with the original which
he had found, and correct whatever errors were yet remaining in it. I accordingly carried it to
him the next time I waited upon him, and the last I had the Honour of seeing him, but found
him already taken ill, so that I brought it back again in the same condition: and have since
caused it to be bound up to keep by me whilst I live as a valuable token of the friendship that
Great man was pleased to honour me with.19
Newton’s work came from his interests in antiquity which bore on the origin of civili-
sation; he used astronomical records in Hipparchus’ Commentary to create his timeline
of human history, in particular the periodicity provided by the precession of the equinoxes
to date historical observations of the heavens.20 Most of Newton’s chronology was based
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on an attempt to re‐date the history of the Greek, Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian and Per-
sian empires. For example, in reworking data that he took from the Hellenistic Commen-
tary of Hipparchus, Newton sought to identify historical colures. (A colure is the meridian
that passes through the poles of the celestial sphere and cuts the sun’s apparent path
through the heavens at the points that it has reached at the solstices or, alternatively,
at the equinoxes.) The region of the heavens identified by such a colure shifted over time,
owing to the precession of the equinoxes, and thus its description could in theory generate
precise dates.
Folkes used the same Newtonian rationale when he produced a stereographic map of
the Farnese globe, the oldest surviving depiction of this set of Western calculations.21
Richard Bentley published Folkes’s map in his edition of Manilius’ Astronomica in 1739.
Folkes measured the globe when he was in Rome and made a plaster cast which he exhib-
ited to the Society of Antiquaries on 7 July1736, arguing that the declination of the Arc-
tic and Antarctic circles corresponded to a particular latitude for the observer whose
observations were adopted by the sculptor; a detailed analysis of the globe would reveal
the latitude and epoch for the observations incorporated in the globe. Folkes concluded
that the globe dated to the time of the Antonine emperors.
Folkes’s interests in chronology was later a topic of great import as he, as Royal Society
president, and James Bradley (1693‐1762), by this time Astronomer Royal, checked the
legislative draft bills for the Gregorian calendar. As the Royal Society was also heavily in-
volved in the reform of the Gregorian calendar in1752, Folkes’s interests in mathematics,
astronomy and antiquarianism simply found their métier during his presidency, following
Newtonian precepts. In fact, Folkes’s antiquarian publications on numismatics, such as
his Tables of English Silver and Gold Coins (1763), and his pronounced interest in metrology
could be seen as a reflection of Newton’s interest in the reform of the coinage when an
officer of the Mint.22
During the eighteenth century antiquarianism manifested itself in natural philosophy
and the practices of the Royal Society in other ways. We see an increasing interest in pre-
serving private papers for posterity by depositing them in public archives and publishing
them posthumously, and antiquaries were central to this process:
The natural philosopher emerges as a public individual through his instantiation in posthu-
mously printed editions and in an archive, particularly through the transfer of private
collections into public hands. The sense that some private papers are worth preservation in
public institutions (such as the Ashmolean Museum and the Royal Society Archive) and even
preservation by the state, emerged in the history of science in the eighteenth century—before
it arose in the nineteenth, and even the twentieth centuries, in the history of literature.23
As they collected, transferred, discussed, and published documents, virtuoso antiquaries
found ways of authenticating their documents and thus rendering them, if not authorita-
tive sources, at least starting‐points for further discussion and experimentation. At the be-
ginning of the seventeenth century, manuscript collectors sought ‘signs of the reliability of
a text rather than a document’.24 For example, the ‘destruction of the original manuscript
in the publication of Bacon’s works illustrates what little regard the holograph manuscript
attracted, other than as an indication of the text’s authenticity’.25 But by the eighteenth
century this attitude was changing. Alongside their antiquarian interests, Fellows of the
Royal Society also engaged in collecting the scientific works of their own recent past.
Naturalists applied bibliographical tools developed for the study of antiquity and more
distant history to papers of the relatively recently deceased, and increasingly allocated
attention to palaeography, provenance and marks of authenticity, such as monograms.
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Acquiring private information regarding the final resting papers of collections became
the mark of the eighteenth‐century scholar and a tool for the recovery and preservation
of knowledge at risk of being lost, something that Julian Pooley witnessed at first hand
in his investigation of the Nichols family. The naturalist Emanuel Mendes da Costa
(1717‐1791), Royal Society clerk and keeper, mentioned in Julian Pooley’s article, was
interested in the provenance of natural history specimens for the purposes of research
and worked tirelessly, and with some relish, to restore the Royal Society Museum, or
Repository (which was in a parlous state after Francis Hauksbee’s long tenure as
secretary), donating large numbers of items from his own collection. He described it as
an ‘Augean task’, comparing it to the labours of Hercules.26 However, Mendes da Costa
also was an antiquarian generally interested in the material past, as a Fellow of the Soci-
ety of Antiquaries who consulted and traded in Judaic objects of vertu and manuscripts.
Mendes da Costa’s correspondence illustrates the fact that by the mid‐eighteenth century
the Royal Society was interested in recovering the afterlives of the early history of its
naturalists, for the purpose of both antiquarianism and natural philosophy.27 Da Costa
was both FRS and FSA during a time when the two organisations were nearly
amalgamated, a process that first began with Folkes obtaining a royal charter for the
antiquaries.
Amalgamation never occurred, but, as natural philosophy and antiquarianism went
hand in hand, writing the history of the Royal Society and preserving its archives preoc-
cupied its fellows. Folkes actively encouraged fellows to pass along manuscript materials in
their possession that elucidated the history of the Royal Society. The naturalist Revd Dr
Henry Miles (1698‐1763) responded by donating letters by Henry Oldenburg (c.1619‐
1677) and John Beale (c.1608‐1683) to the Royal Society collections.28 Miles was a fellow
of the Society of Antiquaries and Royal Society with some pronounced scientific interests,
but primarily known as the editor and transcriber, with Thomas Birch (1705‐1766), of
Robert Boyle’s manuscripts, which were purchased from Boyle’s apothecary.29 Then
again, Miles and Birch are also known for throwing away many of Boyle’s private papers
after his death, having dismissed them as inconsequential, reflecting a common
eighteenth‐century editorial practice of eliminating materials that could be construed as
non‐scientific, embarrassing or too personal.
Even by the second half of the eighteenth century, as the divide between arts and sci-
ences is thought to have widened, the antiquary’s object‐oriented approach to evidence
continued to shape the natural sciences. As the article by Allison Ksiazkiewicz has
shown, this object‐oriented approach was evident in the geological sciences, particularly
in how geo‐landscapes were visualised, as well as in the understanding of geological
history and the design and formation of strata. Hooke’s parallels between fossils and
archaeological artefacts were prescient. As shown by Pearce, even in the nineteenth
century, when disciplinal divisions were beginning to ossify, material culture, both in
the form of natural history specimens and historic objects, creatively interacted in
William Bullock’s three‐dimensional museum exhibitions. As Pearce states, Bullock’s
exhibitions stimulated
new ways of studying flora and fauna, including human fauna, which led to developing ideas
of evolution, natural selection and ecology, and anthropology. Equally significantly, it played a
part in producing the shift in vision from that concentrating on classified form and appear-
ance, which characterised eighteenth‐century understanding of the material world, to that
concerned with ‘real’ historical content, which came to characterise nineteenth‐century
thinking, a considerable cultural movement.
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Thus, you dismiss the antiquary at your peril. Antiquarianism is seminal to under-
standing natural philosophy in this period and its social networks and intellectual geogra-
phy in London and beyond. Looking at interactions between the Society of Antiquaries
and organisations such as the Royal Society and considering the role of public museums
and travel writing in intellectual developments demonstrate the ‘confabulatory life’ of the
scholar, the diffusion of scientific knowledge through informal discussion with
colleagues.30 Henry Guerlac has commented that ‘as historians of ideas we are happiest
when we can navigate from the firm ground of one document to the next, and we are
prone to forget how great a part travel, gossip and word‐of‐mouth have played in the
diffusion of scientific knowledge, indeed of knowledge of all sorts’.31 Perhaps we are
remembering this today.
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